How useful could Arabic documentary sources be for reconstructing past climate?
Introduction
Trees, corals, ice cores and documentary evidence provide high-resolution proxies that allow past climate to be reconstructed (Jones et al., 2009) . Documentary evidence includes all forms of written historical information about past climate or weather, but its use for climate reconstruction is restricted to locations for which there is a rich documentary legacy. Several climate analyses and reconstructions have been undertaken using documentary evidence from Europe (Brázdil et al., 2005; , North and South America (Dupigny-Giroux and Mock, 2009; Prieto and García-Herrera, 2009; Neukom et al., 2010) , Asia (Ge et al., 2005; Aono and Kazui, 2008; Hirano and Mikami, 2008) and oceanic areas (García-Herrera et al., 2005) . The Islamic World is a region for which such sources could also be used to reconstruct past climate, as indeed they have been widely used for astronomy and geophysics. Astronomers have used the observations made by Arab astronomers for centuries, with some remarkable examples. Historical eclipse observations, recorded by various ancient and mediaeval cultures including Arabs, have enabled changes in the Earth's rate of rotation to be monitored with fair precision as far back as around 700 AD (Stephenson, 2003) . Rada and Stephenson (1992) catalogued meteor showers using mediaeval Arab chronicles and Ahn (2003) investigated the spatial distribution of meteor streams crossing the orbit of the Earth from the tenth to the fourteenth centuries using chronicles from Korea, Japan, China, Arabia and Europe. Documentary sources from Iberia have been used to identify and date such astronomical phenomena as eclipses and comets (Vernet, 1982) , naked-eye sunspots (Vaquero and Gallego, 2002) and aurora sightings (Vaquero and Gallego, 2001 ). The work of Basurah (2006) provides descriptions for 18 aurora displays on various dates at low latitudes in the Mediterranean area taken from Islamic chronicles (ninth to sixteenth centuries). In seismology, Arabic chronicles were extensively used to prepare the Seismic Catalogue of the Iberian Peninsula (Martínez and Mezcua, 2002) and to study seismic activity in Syria and Palestine (Ambraseseys, 2005) .
However, the use of these sources to recover climate information is, to the best of our knowledge, still very limited (Bulliet, 2009; Jones et al., 2009 ). Here we describe a preliminary inquiry based on Arabic documentary sources from Iraq. We would stress the antiquity of the documents used, with dates in the period 816-1009 AD. The sources consulted are Arabic chronicles that narrate the social, political and religious history of different regions in a form very characteristic of Arab culture.
Historical context
With the advent of the Abbasids (second dynasty of Islam) in 750 AD, the centre of the political and military balance in Islam moved eastwards from Damascus to Mesopotamia, the land between the two rivers, the Euphrates and the Tigris, i.e., Iraq (Figure 1(a) ). In 762, Abu Ja`far al-Mansur, the second Abbasid Caliph, founded the city of Baghdad, establishing it as the capital of an empire stretching from India to the shores of the Atlantic. Baghdad soon became the most flourishing city of its time, a centre of international trade and agricultural development, attracting a growing population and reaching its peak during the eighth to ninth centuries (Gabrieli et al., 1988; Micheau, 2000; Kennedy, 2006) . The primitive core of the city was established on the right bank of the Tigris, but it soon expanded to the left bank to cover a huge area of land, absorbing countless small hamlets in the surrounding space (Figure 1(b) ).
The reasons for al-Mansur's choosing this particular point in Iraq to establish the new Abbasid capital were discussed in contemporary historical accounts, with great importance given to the fact that Baghdad lies where the Euphrates and Tigris come closest to each other (Lassner, 1970; Bennison, 2009) . But Arab historians also stress the quality of the climatic conditions in the area. Al-Ya`qubi, who wrote a renowned geographical treatise in 891, says of the city that it had no rival in the world because water was plentiful and the climate was very hot in summer, very cold in winter and mild in spring and autumn. These climatic conditions, he assures his readers, favour an excellent agricultural production, thus allowing the growth of the population and general prosperity (Al-Ya`qubi, 1891) .
Several of the points stressed by Al-Ya`qubi will reappear in the documentary evidence to be presented below. Of particular interest are the references to the abundance of water and especially to the great network of canals connecting the two rivers which drained eastwards into the Tigris and created a complex system of irrigation and water supply for the ever-growing city (Le Strange, 1900; 1905) (Figure 1(b) ). These uncovered canals carried flowing water throughout the year (Al-`Ali, 1985) , thus requiring considerable care and expense for their maintenance.
A last note in these comments on the historical context of the data to be described below may be required for readers unfamiliar with the traditional way of life in Baghdad that survived well into the twentieth century. Al-Ya`qubi writes that summers in the city are 'very hot' , and as a consequence in summer people spend the hottest parts of the day in cooler rooms below groundcalled sirdab in Arabic. In contrast, when night falls, the whole family moves to the terraced roofs, now the coolest area, where beds are made up for the family to sleep.
The documentary sources
Archival records or documents from Islamic history during the Middle Ages (seventh to Arabic sources and climate reconstruction fourteenth centuries) have been poorly preserved. This does not mean that Arabs and Muslims in general were not inclined to keep the records of their common past. On the contrary, there was a tradition of historiography in place from very early times, first in order to retrieve and record the 'Prophetic Times' of the life and deeds of Muhammad, and secondly to register how the community he had founded was trying to follow his path and establish a new and universally-minded way of life. This written record, called ta'rikh ('history') depended as much on documents as it did on the oral tradition which had been a paramount characteristic of Arab culture prior to the Muslim expansion and during the formative period of Islamic society (Humphreys, 2000; Robinson, 2003) .
The replacement of papyri by paper was of course a major technological change, facilitating the circulation of the written word (not only for administrative purposes, but also, and most significantly, for the dissemination of intellectual and scientific knowledge and opinions). It had, however, a negative consequence. Paper is a far more fragile material than the papyri or parchment which had been used previously, and this explains to some extent why there are no extant archives from the Abbasid period.
Other factors contributed to the loss of the official records of such a highly bureaucratized state as was the Abbasid Caliphate. From the ninth century on, civil strife and military invasions brought great destruction to Baghdad. This reached its highest point when, in 1258, the Mongols put a violent end to the Abbasid Caliph. According to the historical traditions concerning this event, the waters of the Tigris flowed alternately red (from the blood of the killed inhabitants) and black (from the ink of the plundered manuscripts thrown into the river).
But not all was lost. The thriving tradition of Islamic historiography soon began to record the Annals of the Caliphs, successors of the Prophet and guides of the Muslim community. Every reign was recorded with its events ordered chronologically, year after year. For that kind of historical record, Muslim authors had to have access to archival materials and/or to the people's oral memories.
From 923, date of the death of the great Arab historian al-Tabari, through to the nineteenth century, annalistic chronicles dominated Arab historiography (Humphreys, 2000) . Many of the later authors simply copied their predecessors and the original sources are frequently lost, so modern historians face narratives separated from the events they describe by a considerable chronological gap.
In analysing Arabic sources, the influence of the use of a lunar calendar must be considered carefully. The Islamic or Muslim calendar (also called Hijri) is used in many predominantly Muslim countries (and by Muslims everywhere to celebrate Islamic holy days). This calendar has 12 lunar months in a year of about 354 days. Each month has either 29 or 30 days, but usually in no precisely discernible order because the first day of each month was the day (beginning at sunset) of the first sighting of the lunar crescent (the hilal) shortly after sunset. If the hilal was not observed immediately after the 29th day of a month then the day that began at that sunset was the 30th. Thus, the Islamic dates in historical sources suffer from a degree of uncertainty. Indeed, on occasions, two cities which were close to each other have different dates for the same event. Moreover, the Islamic year will not correspond with a Gregorian year (for instance, the year 197 H corresponds to the dates 12 September 812 AD to 31 August 813 AD).
Arabic historiography, as in the texts compiled and used for this communication (Table 1) , could well represent a useful source for the kind of events that are recorded in annals and which are related to meteorological and natural conditions. While the narration of human deeds in such works is obviously subject to personal, political and religious interpretations, and indeed bias, nothing of the kind hinders the accurate recording of heavy rains, extreme cold or a solar eclipse. Table 2 shows a summary of the climatic events identified from the sources consulted.
Arabic sources and climate reconstruction

Meteorological information extracted from the texts
Irrespective of the original resolution provided in the text, they have all been identified by the year of occurrence. Many events were recorded in different sources -for example, the drought of 358 H appears in Ibn al-Athir, Ibn Taghri Birdi and Ibn al-Jawzi. This is merely because the later chronicles are based on the earlier ones, as explained above.
Of all the information about meteorological phenomena in the geographical area of COLD SPELL 7 (July 920)
In July of this year, the weather became so cold that people left the roof terraces (where they usually slept) and wrapped themselves in blankets. (Al-Hamadhani, 1959, Takmilat ta'rikh al-Tabari, p. 31) In July of this year, the weather became so cold that people left the roof terraces (where they usually slept) and wrapped themselves in blankets. Later on, in winter, a strong hail poured down, damaging palm-trees and other trees. There was also a great snowfall. (Ibn al-Jawzi, 1938, Al-Muntazam fi ta'rikh al-umam, VI, p. 156) In July of this year there was a severe cold, which affected the palm-trees. (Ibn Kathir, 1978, Al-Bidaya wa-l-nihaya, VI, p. 131) COLD SPELL 8 (December 926) On 7 December, there was a great snowfall in Baghdad. Six days before that, the weather had become very cold, and after the snow, it was even more cold, being so extreme that most of the palm-trees in Baghdad and its rural area were ruined, as well as other trees, such as citron, fig, and lotus. Sherbet and rose-water froze, as well as vinegar. The great water-canals from the Tigris in Baghdad were frozen, as was the greater part of the river Euphrates on the region of al-Raqqa. The whole of the river Tigris was frozen at Mosul, so that ridden animals could cross over it. The scholar known as Abu Zakariya sat in the middle of the Tigris, on the ice, and gave there lessons of Prophetical Tradition. Afterwards the cold subsided thanks to the south winds and copious rains. (Ibn al-Jawzi, 1938, Al-Muntazam fi ta'rikh al-umam, VI, p. 201) This year the Tigris was frozen at Mosul, from Balad up to al-Haditha, and ridden animals could cross over it, so cold was it. (Ibn al-Athir, 1966, Al-Kamil fi l-ta'rikh, VIII, p. 167) This year the Tigris was frozen at Mosul, so that ridden animals could cross over it. There were also many snow-falls in Baghdad. (Ibn Taghri Birdi, 1992, Al-Nujum al-zahira fi muluk Misr wa-l-Qahira, III, p. 242) This year the Tigris was frozen at Mosul, so that ridden animals could cross over it, and this was never witnessed before. (Al-Suyuti, 1992, Ta'rikh al-khulafa' , p. 408) COLD SPELL 9 (November 941)
There was a great fall of snow on the 10th of Aban (2 November, 941). People had never witnessed before snow in Isfahan during this month. (Hamza al-Isfahani, 1961, Ta'rikh sini muluk al-ard wa-l-anbiya' , p. 149) COLD SPELL 10 (March 944)
In 332/944, people woke up on the morning of Nayruz (21 March, 944) to a great fall of snow which required sweeping away. Such a thing was never seen before in the spring, and trees were damaged in Isfahan, as they were in all the Eastern regions. As a consequence, people had to do without fruits this year. (Hamza al-Isfahani, 1961, Ta'rikh sini muluk al-ard wa-l-anbiya' , p. 149) COLD SPELL 11 (December 998)
On Thursday, the 10th of dhu l-hijja (3 December, 998), cold was extreme, and water was frozen completely, as was never experienced before. Even the cisterns in public baths were frozen, and also the urine of riding beasts and horses, and grape must. Baghdad, the cold spells that occurred in the third and fourth Islamic centuries (ninth and tenth centuries in the Gregorian calendar) stand out for their frequency. Table 3 lists all the different texts that we found in the chronicles describing fourteen periods of notably cold weather: five in winter, four in autumn, two in spring and one in summer. We also found two references to cold weather for an entire year. Some texts indicate temperatures below 0°C during these periods, i.e., snowfalls (six), frozen liquids (six) and frozen rivers (one). (Figure 2) . Snowfalls: Six snowfalls were recorded (Table 3: cold spells 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14) . Two of them give a measure of the quantity of snow accumulated: on 23 December 908 when four fingers of snow accumulated on the roofs and on 25 November 1007 when its height on the surface of the earth was a dhira´ (c. 80cm) or a dhira´ and a half. This event also provides information about how long the snow remained without thawing: the snow stayed for a week, without melting…. Then the snow began to melt, but it remained in some places for twenty days. Another snowfall, interesting for its late date, was on 21 March 944: Such a thing was never seen before in the spring. During the modern instrumental period, only one snowfall has been recorded. This was on 11 January 2008, a day which became famous in Baghdad because nobody had ever seen snow in the city before (BBC, 2008; REUTERS, 2008) . The mean temperature of that day was 3°C, and the snow mostly melted when it touched the ground. Since all the documented snowfalls seem more intense than the 2008 event, we think that the temperatures during historical snowfalls were around 0°C.
Frozen liquids: Specifications of which fluids froze were included in the descriptions of some of these events. This was probably used in those times to provide an estimate of the intensity of the cold. However, it is very difficult to accurately infer temperatures from these descriptions because many factors affect freezing points. For example, the freezing point of animal urine (cold spell 11) depends directly on the concentrations of dissolved salts, and ranges approximately between −0.45°C and −2.4°C. The case is similar with vinegar (cold spells 6 and 8) since its freezing point depends on the concentration of acetic acid: vinegar with a concentration of 5% in volume (the commonest today) freezes at −2°C. Grape must (cold spell 11) also has uncertainties because the freezing points of different grape varieties vary greatly: for example, the must of the Mania variety freezes at −2.17°C. References to freezing water (cold spells 2, 4, 6, 8, 11, 13) , regardless of its quality, seem easier to interpret. However, one description states that the cisterns in public baths were frozen (cold spell 11), so the temperature inside the cistern must have been below 0°C. The open air temperature is difficult to estimate, however, since the thermal insulation of the public bath and the cistern are not known. This situation also applies to all liquids which we can assume to have been inside houses.
Frozen rivers: References to frozen rivers and canals imply below-freezing temperatures for a sustained period. These circumstances only occurred in the harshest cold wave of December 926 (cold spell 8): The great water-canals from the Tigris in Baghdad were frozen, as was the greater part of the river Euphrates in the region of al-Raqqa. The whole of the river Tigris was frozen at Mosul, so that ridden animals could cross over it. The Arab text is referring to major canals such as the nahr `Isa connecting the Tigris to the Euphrates through the southern parts of the city, not to the many smaller canals which branch off from it or other similar constructions which served the many This year the cold was extreme, with clouds covering the sky and continuous strong winds. Thousands of palm-trees in the rural areas of Madinat al-salam (Bahgdad) perished, and those who escaped were weakened and needed some years to recover their previous loftiness and their whole body. (Hilal al-Sabi, 1986, Al-Juz' al-thamin min ta'rikh Abi l-Husayn Hilal b. al-Muhassin b. Ibrahim al-Sabi al-Katib, p. 340) This year the cold was extreme, with clouds covering the sky and continuous strong winds. Thousands of palm-trees in the rural areas of Baghdad perished, and those who escaped were weakened and needed some years to recover their previous strength. (Ibn al-Jawzi, 1938, Al-Muntazam fi ta'rikh al-umam, VII, p. 206) COLD SPELL 13 (March 1002) On Monday, the fifth day of the month of Jumada l-ula of this year, that is, on 22 March, cold was extreme and water froze. (Hilal al-Sabi, 1986, Al-Juz' al-thamin min ta'rikh Abi l-Husayn Hilal b. al-Muhassin b. Ibrahim al-Sabi al-Katib, p. 418) COLD SPELL 14 (November 1007) This year, on Wednesday, the 11th of rabi` I (25 November, 1007), there was a great fall of snow in Baghdad. Its height on the surface of the earth was of a dhira' (c. 80cm) or a dhira' and a half, depending on the places. The snow stayed for a week, without melting away. People threw it from their house roofs to the streets and alleys with shovels. Then the snow began to melt, but it remained in some places for twenty days. This snowfall reached Tikrit, and letters arrived from Wasit informing of snow falling between the marshes (a-Batiha) and Basra, Kufa, Abadan, and Mahruban. (Ibn al-Jawzi, 1938, Al-Muntazam fi ta'rikh al-umam, VII, p. 237) This year, in the month of rabi` I (November 1007), there was a great fall of snow in Baghdad, Wasit, Kufa, and the marshes (bata'ih), up to Abadan. In Baghdad, the snow reached a height of nearly a dhira`(c. 80cm), and it stayed in the streets for nearly 20 days. (Ibn al-Athir, 1966, Al-Kamil fi l-ta'rikh, IX, p. 208) Arabic sources and climate reconstruction also than the ninth century and the second half of the tenth century. Particularly interesting during this period is the cold spell in July 920. We have here proposed a hypothesis of a major volcanic eruption to explain this unusual phenomenon, although more work is necessary to confirm this idea.
This first approach to using Arabic sources for climate reconstruction purposes has made it clear that there is a need for the collaboration of Arabists, historians and climatologists to overcome the methodological problems that we have described. The use of the original Arab documentation is crucial for climatological studies of this period, since we have found the reliability of translations to be very limited. On occasions, we have encountered clearly doubtful dates (typographical errors) or difficult-tounderstand translations narrating astronomical or meteorological phenomena.
In summary, the involvement of historians who are experts in Arabic history, together with increased data density, would make it possible to extract robust climate information from these sources. This is indeed the aim of the project 'Historical Climatology of the Middle East based on Arabic sources back to 800 AD' funded by the German Research Foundation. minimum temperature during the instrumental period is 26°C ± 1.8 degC, we may estimate a negative anomaly of up to 9 degC during July 920, depending on how many days people needed to sleep inside. The greatest July anomaly in the instrumental series was −3.1 degC (1974 AD).
A possible explanation for this major temperature deviation might have been some large-scale volcanic eruption during the previous year. Although there is no volcanic eruption with a high VEI (Volcanic Explosivity Index) in the databases (http://www.volcano.si.edu/) for the year 919, one cannot reject this possibility since many eruptions in those databases are dated with large uncertainties. For example, the volcano Ceboruco in Mexico is listed as erupting with VEI equal to 6 in the year 930 ± 200 (Sieron and Siebe, 2008) and the Guagua Pichincha (Ecuador) had an eruption with VEI 5 dated to 910 ± 100 (Barberi et al., 1992) . However, we found evidence for an unusually cold summer in 920 in the tree-ring reconstruction of Linderholm and Gunnarson (2005) for Sweden: this gave a deviation of −1.9 degC relative to the two-millennia summer mean. These coincidences are not enough to confirm the eruption hypothesis, and additional work with other sources would be required to evaluate the spatial extent of this anomaly and any association with such an eruption.
